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warning!



so different, yet so similar



BVLOS waiver granted



the vision

 aircraft dispatchers are integral to the aviation 

industry, monitoring thousands of aircraft 

movements on a daily basis

 the UAS generational paradigm shift shares 

countless similarities to today’s FAR Part 121 

operation, therefore it should adopt the 

utilization of aircraft dispatchers



countless similarities what?!



why?

 what factors/considerations could possibly justify the use of a 
human monitoring the progress of a UAS, such as an aircraft 

dispatcher?

 there are considerations where a human is absolutely necessary



pillars of dispatch



pillars of dispatch

 regulations

asset monitoring

weather

navigation

 supply chain management



regulations

 the aircraft dispatcher is certificated

 operations specifications (ops-specs)

 current rules

 future rules

 operational control



operational control
14 Code of Federal Regulations- Federal Air Regulation 121.533 Part B-
Responsibility for Operational Control:

Sec. 121.533 — Responsibility for operational control: Domestic operations.

(a) Each certificate holder conducting domestic operations is responsible 
for operational control.

(b) The pilot in command and the aircraft dispatcher are jointly responsible 
for the preflight planning, delay, and dispatch release of a flight in 
compliance with this chapter and operations specifications.

(c) The aircraft dispatcher is responsible for—

 (1) Monitoring the progress of each flight;

 (2) Issuing necessary information for the safety of the flight

 (3) Cancelling or redispatching a flight if, in his opinion or the opinion of 
the pilot in command, the flight cannot operate or continue to operate 
safely as planned or released.



asset monitoring
 flight following

 macro or micro

 fleet management/asset tracking

 NOTAMs



weather- Uber Whitepaper



weather

 greatest impact to UAS operations

 passenger carrying or cargo carrying

 what is good?  more importantly, what is bad?

 precipitation

 cloud layers

 visibility

 wind speed/wind sheer

 icing



routing- Uber Whitepaper



navigation

 aircraft dispatchers are experts in aviation charts and publications

 as UTM evolves, so will the architecture of UAS airways



supply chain management

 coordinators/monitors of the health of the UAS

 parts and energy



additional considerations

 dispatchers can mitigate stigmas and fears related to unmanned 

vehicles; certificated men and women on the ground are an extra 

set of eyes- public buy-in

 the value of the dispatcher’s certificate

 FAA’s recent Part 5 mandate; UAS no different

 hub of crowdsourcing information/ability to use vernacular



let’s go flying





the aircraft dispatcher

 why the aircraft dispatcher?

why NOT the aircraft dispatcher?

Thank You!

jake.zelman@wnco.com


